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https://www.100test.com/kao_ti2020/635/2021_2022__E4_B8_8A_

E6_B5_B72010_c34_635096.htm Brief： Peoples Square is the

biggest public square in Shanghai. It is an awesome area to visit while

in Shanghai and it’s a great place to go and see how the people of

Shanghai are. It is the city’s center of politics, economy, culture

and art with a group of magnificent buildings like museum, the

exhibition hall, and the grand theater. The crystal-like theater is

especially beautiful at night with lights on. History: In concession

days, together with People’s Park next door, it was a racecourse.

After liberation in 1949, the northern part of the racecourse was built

into today’s People Park and the southern part, into the People’s

Square. Location： Located in downtown Shanghai, the People

Square is the largest public square. Transportation: Under the Square

is a large central Metro station where the No.1 and 2 metro lines

meet. Within the station itself are two modern marketplaces: one

features popular stores from the Hong Kong, and the other is the

Dimei underground market. Fountain In the center of the square is a

320 sq. meter fountain，named the “Light of the Huangpu River

”. It is the first giant music-synchronized "dancing" fountain in the

country. Red, blue and yellow sculptures in the fountain portray a

beautiful, glowing display, creating a grand sight for those who visit

the area. There are two small squares beside the central square. The

east square is called the Rising Sun Square. the west is called the

Bright Moon Square. Transportation: Under the Square is a large



central Metro station where the No.1 and 2 metro lines meet. Within

the station itself are two modern marketplaces: one features popular

stores from the Hong Kong, and the other is the Dimei underground

market. Pigeons Southwest of the square is a beautiful blue and white

home for pigeons! Thousands of pigeons fly from their house to the

Squares lawn to meet tourists each day. Their coming promotes a

feeling of peace and serenity to all that visit the area. Spots brief: To

the north of the Square stands a grand building, the City Hall (the

Municipal Government Building of Shanghai). The Shanghai

Museum is located south of the Square and directly faces the City

Hall. The beautiful Shanghai Grand Theatre is situated in the

northwest part of the Square, and is close to the Government

Building. To the northeast of the Square is the Shanghai Urban

Planning Exhibition Hall. Shanghai Gallery. Shanghai Museum Brief:

Shanghai Museum is a must-see for foreign visitors to Shanghai.

Shanghai Museum is especially famous for its treasures of bronzes,

ceramics, Chinese calligraphy and traditional paintings. Location:

The Shanghai Museum is situated in the heart of People’s Square.

Opposite to the City Hall and is surrounded by the moon and sun

Corridor. History: It was built in the 1930s, formerly occupied by

Zhong Hui Bank owned by a Shanghai celebrity Yuesheng Du. In

1952, it was converted into a museum. The new museum building

was erected in September 1994 and most of the facilities were

installed in 1995. It was entirely opened on October 12 in 1996. The

five big gilt characters on the lintel were written by Yi Chen, the first

mayor of Shanghai after the founding of new China. 100Test 下载频
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